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Abstract

Objectives: Compare longitudinal trajectories of youth with Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 

of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV Bipolar Disorder (BD), grouped at baseline by presence/absence 

of increased energy during their worst lifetime mood episode (required for DSM-5).
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Methods: Participants from the parent Course and Outcome of Bipolar Youth study (N = 446) 

were assessed utilizing The Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age 

Children (KSADS), KSADS Mania Rating Scale (KMRS), and KSADS Depression Rating Scale 

(KDRS). Youth were grouped at baseline into those with increased energy (meeting DSM-5 

Criteria A for mania) vs. without increased energy (meeting DSM-IV, but not DSM 5, Criteria A 

for mania), for those who had worst lifetime mood episode recorded (n = 430). Youth with 

available longitudinal data had the presence/absence of increased energy measured, as well as 

psychiatric symptomatology/clinical outcomes (evaluated via the Adolescent Longitudinal Interval 

Follow-Up Evaluation), at each follow-up for 12.5 years (n = 398).

Results: At baseline, the increased energy group (based on endorsed increased energy during 

worst lifetime mood episode; 86% of participants) vs. the without increased energy group, were 

more likely to meet criteria for BD-I and BD Not Otherwise Specified, had higher KMRS/KDRS 

total scores, and displayed poorer family/global psychosocial functioning. However, frequency of 

increased energy between groups was comparable after 5 years, and no significant group 

differences were found on clinical/psychosocial functioning outcomes after 12.5 years.

Limitations: Secondary data limited study design; groupings were based on one time point.

Conclusions: Results indicate no clinically relevant longitudinal group differences.

Keywords

increased energy; bipolar disorder; longitudinal studies; child and adolescent psychiatry

1. Introduction

The conceptualization of bipolar disorder (BD) has recently changed, such that in the latest 

edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) (Association, 

2013), diagnosing bipolar spectrum disorders now requires the presence of increased energy 

as a gate A Criterion for hypo/mania. This change has resulted in some conflicting reactions 

in the field. Some researchers suggest requiring increased energy in addition to the other 

gate criteria improves the diagnostic clarity of hypo/mania (Akiskal et al., 2001; Benazzi 

and Akiskal, 2003), while others suggest this requirement is too restrictive, and endorsement 

of any of the three gate criteria should be sufficient (Angst et al., 2012; Angst, 2013; 

Machado-Vieira et al., 2017).

Previous research has explored the factor structure of the criteria for mania, and found that 

increased energy has the highest factor loading on mania severity in adults with BD. Results 

suggest increased energy is the core symptom of mania, and should be more highly 

considered than changes in mood when diagnosing mania in adults (Cheniaux et al., 2014). 

Other research on adults with BD suggests a two-factor model of mania that consists of 

increased energy (“energized-activity”) and “irritability-racing thoughts”, revealing elated 

mood did not have a major loading on either component (Benazzi and Akiskal, 2003). A 

recent machine learning study in adults with BD suggests increased (evening) energy might 

be a better predictor than mood or sleep ratings for forecasting manic and depressive 

episodes (Ortiz et al., 2018). Similar results have been found when examining correlations 

between self-reported symptoms of mania and clinician-rated mania severity, showing self-
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reported increased energy and activation, not mood state, was the only subscale examined 

that contributed significantly to the prediction of clinician-rated mania (Bauer et al., 1991).

Cross-cultural studies of mania criteria among adults with BD also support the addition of 

increased energy to Criteria A in DSM 5 (Akiskal, 2003; Akiskal et al., 2001; Angst et al., 

2012). Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis of studies of adults with BD supports increased 

energy in Criteria A for hypo/mania. However, the authors caution there are many 

limitations in the available data (e.g. “few high-quality studies, mean activity levels were 

low in participants with BD, compared to participants with other disorders or healthy 

controls; activation in mania may be better characterized by its variability, predictability, or 

complexity, rather than mean levels”), and further methodologically sound research is 

necessary (Scott et al., 2017).

Little research exists on the increased energy criterion in youth with BD. This is despite 

results of a recent meta-analysis of the clinical characteristics of pediatric hypo/mania that 

found the most frequent manic symptom among all studies of youth with BD was increased 

energy (79%), compared to euphoric/elated mood (64%) (Van Meter et al., 2016). Of the 

limited information available, research shows increased energy is a potentially important 

prodromal characteristic in youth, finding it was significantly more common in individuals 

who later experienced mania with psychotic symptoms (Correll et al., 2007). One study 

from the Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD), 

which includes older adolescents as well as adults, examined the impact of requiring the 

increased energy A Criterion (Machado-Vieira et al., 2017). Point prevalence data to show 

the changes in diagnostic criteria from DSM-IV to DSM-5 revealed a reduction in the 

prevalence of hypo/mania in individuals 15 years and older with BD (8.3% based on DSM-

IV criteria, reduced to 4.3% based on DSM 5 criteria). However, there were no differences 

in psychosocial functioning or clinical outcomes between those with or without increased 

energy after one year of follow-up (i.e., no between-group differences in Global Assessment 

of Functioning Clinical Global Impressions scale) (Machado-Vieira et al., 2017).

The current study aims to build upon the findings from the STEP-BD investigation by 

focusing on a youth sample, as well as expanding the clinical outcomes and length of 

follow-up examined. Using data from the Course and Outcome of Bipolar Youth (COBY) 

study provides an opportunity to further explore the potential clinical impact of the DSM 5 

diagnostic changes to hypo/mania criteria in youth with BD. The current study uses 

secondary analyses to examine potential differences in participants who met full DSM-5 

Criteria A for hypo/mania, including increased energy, during their worst lifetime mood 

episode (IE+), compared to participants who did not endorse the increased energy criterion 

and therefore met DSM-IV, but not DSM 5, Criteria A for hypo/mania during their worst 

lifetime mood episode (IE-). This is primarily a paper of phenomenology, looking at the 

trajectory of increased energy in youth meeting DSM 5 versus DSM-IV hypo/mania criteria 

over the course of 12.5-year follow up, and investigating if there are any significant 

differences in clinical outcomes over time between IE+ and IE− youth. Based on the limited 

outcome data available in the field comparing youth who met criteria for DSM-IV versus 

DSM 5 BD (Machado-Vieira et al., 2017), it was hypothesized that there would be no 
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significant differences between the IE+ and IE− youth on clinical or psychosocial 

functioning outcomes over the 12.5 year follow up.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited for the COBY study previously described elsewhere (Axelson et 

al., 2006; Birmaher and Axelson, 2006; Hunt et al., 2009). In brief, youth aged 7 to 17 years 

(mean [SD] age, 13 [3] years) were recruited from 2000 to 2006 at three study sites 

(University of Pittsburgh Medical School [UPMC], Brown University, and University of 

California Los Angeles [UCLA]). All youth met either DSM-IV criteria for BDI, BDII, or 

COBY operationally defined BD not otherwise specified (NOS). BD-NOS was defined as 

distinct period(s) of expansive, elevated, or irritable mood plus (1) at least two DSM-IV 

manic symptoms (three if the mood is irritable only) associated with the onset of abnormal 

mood; (2) change in functioning with the onset of these affective symptoms; (3) presence of 

abnormal mood and manic symptoms for a minimum of 4 hours a day (not necessarily 

consecutive); and (4) lifetime duration of a minimum of four days (not necessarily 

consecutive). Participants with current or lifetime diagnoses of schizophrenia, mental 

retardation, autism, and mood disorders secondary to substance abuse, medical conditions, 

or use of medications, were excluded. Recruitment was completed from consecutive 

admissions to outpatient clinics (65%), and inpatient units (16%), utilizing advertisements 

(11%), and professional referrals (8%), and were enrolled independent of current BD state or 

treatment status.

The current study explores secondary analyses of the parent COBY study (N = 446) in a 

subsample of 430 participants diagnosed with BDI, BDII, and BDNOS for baseline 

analyses; 16 participants who were enrolled early in the study did not have a most serious 

past episode of mania recorded, and therefore these participants were not included in any of 

these analyses. Over follow-up, 398 participants had available data for analyses of follow-up 

data. This subsample was interviewed on average every 8.7 months (SD = 5.2) for a total of 

12.5 years. Approximately half were male (52%), with an average age of 13 years (SD=3). 

81% of participants were self-reported White, and 6% were self-reported Hispanic. No 

significant differences were observed between the 398 participants who participated at 

baseline, and the 32 participants who did not participate at follow-up.

2.2 Procedure

Approval was obtained from each study site’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). Informed 

consent was obtained from primary caregiver(s), and assent was obtained from youth prior to 

participation. All assessments were completed by research staff with extensive clinical 

research experience, who were trained to administer the instruments with a high level of 

reliability within and between the sites. The interviewers reviewed the participants’ 

symptomatic and psychosocial course with a study investigator, who was ultimately 

responsible for clinical ratings. Participants’ medical records were also reviewed when 

necessary. Interviewers were not blind to participants’ prior diagnoses.
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2.2.1 Measures—We examined several variables, including mood symptom history, age 

of BD onset, history of other psychiatric diagnoses and co-morbid symptomatology 

(particularly Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder [ADHD] and anxiety), family 

functioning and conflict, and history of suicidality, because they have been identified as 

having significant effects on the course and trajectory of mood symptoms in our COBY 

sample (Birmaher et al., 2014).

Non-Mood and Mood Disorder Assessments: Semi-structured interviews were conducted 

with youth and a primary caregiver. Psychiatric disorders, suicidal ideation (SI), suicidal acts 

(SA), and non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) were assessed at baseline using the Schedule for 

Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children, Present and Lifetime 

Version (KSADS-PL; (Kaufman et al., 1997)). Mood symptom severity was measured using 

the KSADS Depression Rating Scale (KDRS (Kaufman et al., 1997); item score range 0–6, 

total score range 0–61) and KSADS Mania Rating Scale (KMRS (item score range 0–6, total 

score range 0–63), derived from their respective sections in the KSADS-PL (Chambers et 

al., 1985). Suicide-related items (SI, SA, and NSSI) were also assessed over the course of 

follow-up using the KDRS. As indicated in the instructions for the KDRS and KMRS, the 

items are meant to determine symptom severity during a period of time prescribed by the 

study (usually a 1-week period); the COBY study investigators chose to focus on the most 

severe lifetime week (baseline), and the most severe week in the month prior to the 

assessment (baseline and all follow-ups). The overall KSADS kappas for psychiatric 

disorders were ≥0.8 (Birmaher et al., 2014). The Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC) 

for the KMRS and KDRS interrater reliability were 0.95 or more, and internal consistency 

Cronbach’s alpha were ≥0.94, determined prospectively with 22 participants from a BD 

outpatient clinic (Axelson et al., 2003)

Symptomatology and Service Utilization Assessments: Psychiatric symptomatology and 

intensive service utilization (days of inpatient hospitalization) were assessed over follow up 

using the Psychiatric Status Rating (PSR) scales (Warshaw et al., 2001) from the Adolescent 

Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation (A-LIFE; (Keller et al., 1987)). The PSR scales 

were developed to generate analyzable data about the course of the participant’s 

psychopathology. The PSR uses numeric values that have been operationally linked to DSM-

IV criteria, which is gathered in the interview and then translated into ratings. Scores on the 

PSR scales range from 1 (no symptoms) to 2–4 (increasing sub-threshold symptoms and 

impairment) to 5–6 (full criteria with increasing degrees of severity or impairment). Having 

a PSR of 1 or 2 for 8 consecutive weeks constitutes a recovery from the episode. Participants 

were considered to have a recurrence (new episode) if they had a PSR score of 5 or 6 with a 

duration of 1 week for mania/hypomania, or 2 weeks for depression (Birmaher et al., 2006; 

Judd et al., 2002).

To obtain data for the PSR ratings, the interviewer reviews the participant’s symptoms 

reported at the last interview, and then probes for changes in symptomatology forward in 

time to the current interview date. These “change points” are later translated by the 

interviewer into PSR ratings (indicating the severity level of an episode, as well as whether 

the participant has recovered or relapsed) for each week of the follow-up period. Thus, the 
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interviewer rates each week at the same PSR number until there is a “change point” 

identified, then rates all subsequent weeks at this PSR number until there is another “change 

point” identified. As previously reported, the reliability of the PSR in COBY is good/very 

good (Axelson et al., 2011). The PSR reliability of percentage of time meeting full DSM-IV 

diagnostic threshold for a mood episode yielded an Intraclass Correlation (ICC) = 0.85. The 

ICC for percentage of time without significant mood symptoms was 0.82. Reliability for 

PSR mood disorder ratings over the course of COBY was an average Kendall’s W of 0.8.

Additional Anxiety and Functional Assessments: Additional measurement of anxiety 

disorders was assessed using the Screen for Child Anxiety Related Disorders (SCARED) 

(Birmaher et al., 1999). Global functioning was assessed using the Children’s Global 

Assessment Scale (CGAS; (Shaffer et al., 1983)) and the Global Assessment of Functioning 

Scale (GAF; (Endicott et al., 1976)), depending on age at evaluation (CGAS = 7–21 years, 

GAF = 22+ years). Family functioning was assessed using the Behavioral Control Scale 

(BCS) (Kolko, 2007).

2.2.2. Participant Groupings—Participants were separated into two groups, those 

“with increased energy” (IE+) who met full DSM 5 A Criteria during their most severe 

lifetime mood episode identified at study baseline (n = 368), and those “without increased 

energy” (IE-) who met DSM-IV, but not DSM 5, A Criteria during the most severe lifetime 

mood episode identified at study baseline (n = 62). Participants in the IE+ group had a 

clinically elevated score (≥3 based upon the previously derived clinically significant 

individual score cut-off (Axelson et al., 2003)) on the KMRS elation item and/or irritability 

item, as well as on the increased energy item, during their most severe lifetime mood 

episode. Youth in the IE− group scored in the clinically elevated range on the KMRS elation 

item and/or irritability item, but did not have elevated increased energy during their most 

severe lifetime mood episode. Individual KMRS Criterion B items were evaluated to 

determine if the IE+ group presented with additional elevated mania symptom scores 

compared to the IE− group. This was intended to add to the diagnostic and clinical picture of 

the two baseline energy groups, as well as to be consistent with similar prior COBY studies 

(Hunt et al., 2009; Hunt et al., 2013).

2.2.3. 2.2.3 Statistical analyses—Statistical analyses were performed using the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 22, Stata (Stata Corp, College 

Station, TX; version 16) and Mplus (Muthen & Muthen, Los Angeles, CA, version 8).

Baseline Analyses: Most severe lifetime energy group differences on demographics, 

psychopathology, illness course, and suicidality were examined at baseline using x2 statistics 

for categorical variables. A series of Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) controlling for 

age, sex, and lifetime diagnosis of ADHD, were used for continuous variables at baseline. 

Effect size was calculated by Hedge’s g, which is a standardized mean difference effect size 

statistic interpretable as a Cohen’s d (.2 small, .5 medium, .8 large) (Hedges, 1981). These 

analyses used two-tailed tests of statistical significance (α = .05) as a guide to inference.

Analyses of outcomes observed over follow-up: Mixed effect generalized linear modeling 

was used to assess the stability of increased energy in each group over 12.5 years, using the 
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scores on the KMRS that were administered at each follow-up (worst week of the month 

prior to each follow-up). Generalized linear modeling was also used to evaluate models for 

the prospectively collected PSR data on depression and mania, and global psychosocial 

functioning, based on C-GAS and GAF scales. We specifically used a mixed effect ordinal 

logistic regression model to examine the cumulative risk of SI, SA, NSSI, and any 

suicidality (either SI, SA, or NSSI) occurring ever during the follow-up period, based on 

KDRS scores (worst week of the month prior to each follow-up). This data was then 

dichotomously coded into either occurring or not occurring over the course of follow up. 

The “cumulative risk” is the measure of incidents of these suicide-related outcomes over 

time throughout the 12.5-year follow-up period. Lastly, Poisson regressions were used to 

analyze PSR group differences in number of psychiatric hospitalizations, and percentage of 

time spent in depression, mania, hypomania, and any mood episodes, throughout the 12.5-

year follow-up.

3. Results

3.1 Baseline Demographic/Clinical Characteristics of the Two Energy Groups

At baseline, the IE+ group represented 86% (368/430) of the sample, and the IE− group 

represented 14% (62/430) of the sample. We found significant differences between the two 

energy groups at baseline by BD category (x2 = 12.18, p = .002). Specifically, the IE+ 

participants were more likely to meet criteria for BDI and BDNOS, compared to the IE− 

group. There were no group differences on rates of BDII diagnosis. No significant 

differences were found between the energy groups for all other categorical baseline analyses, 

including demographic variables (p = .12 - p = .56), whether or not participants were 

currently on any psychotropic medication (x2 = .90, p = .34), other comorbid psychiatric 

diagnoses (p = .10 - p = .95), psychiatric hospitalization (x2 = .47, p = .49), illness course (x2 

= 1.16, p = .76), SI (x2 = 1.98, p = .16), SA (x2 = .14, p = .71), and NSSI (x2 = 2.50, p 
= .11).

ANCOVA analyses using age, sex, and lifetime ADHD diagnosis as covariates (see Table 1) 

showed significantly higher mean scores in the IE+ group compared to the IE− group at 

baseline on baseline mania total score, as well as mania and depression total scores, during 

the most severe lifetime episode. The IE+ group also had higher mean scores on several 

Criteria B symptoms of hypo/mania compared to the IE− group at baseline. Lastly, the IE+ 

group had poorer family functioning, and poorer overall psychosocial functioning, at 

baseline compared to the IE− group.

3.2 Follow-up Outcomes of the Two Increased Energy Groups

Results of mixed effect generalized linear modeling examining the stability of the KMRS 

increased energy criterion over the 12.5 year follow up showed a comparable level of energy 

between the two groups by year 5 (see Figure 1). The convergence occurred as the IE+ 

group experienced a decline in energy over time. Examining the entire 12.5 years of follow-

up for all outcomes, generalized linear modeling (see Table 2) indicated no significant 

between group differences on PSR scores for depression or mania, or global psychosocial 

functioning, over the course of follow-up (on average, and at last follow-up). The mixed 
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effect ordinal logistic regression model revealed no significant group differences over 

follow-up on PSR scores for SI, SA, NSSI, or any suicidality (either SI, SA, or NSSI), over 

the course of follow-up (cumulatively through the last follow-up). Lastly, Poisson 

regressions found no group differences in PSR number of psychiatric hospitalizations, time 

spent in a depressive episode, time in a manic episode, time in a hypomanic episode, or time 

spent in any mood episode, over the course of follow-up (on average, and at last follow-up).

4. Discussion

The current study used secondary analyses from the COBY parent study to evaluate 

increased energy, the A Criterion required for hypo/mania diagnosis in DSM 5, in a 

subsample of youth with DSM-IV diagnosed BD. Initial hypotheses stated there would be 

no significant differences on clinical or psychosocial functioning outcomes over the 12.5 

year follow-up between youth who met full DSM-5 criteria for hypo/mania, including 

endorsement of increased energy during their worst lifetime mood episode (IE+), compared 

to youth who met DSM-IV, but not DSM 5 hypo/mania, due to a lack of increased energy 

during their worst lifetime mood episode (IE-). Findings of the current study show: 1) 

significant group differences were found between the IE+ and IE− groups at baseline on 

mood symptoms, family functioning, and global psychosocial functioning; 2) the distinction 

in energy level between groups was eliminated within five years, and remained 

indistinguishable for the remainder of follow up, as the degree of energy in the IE+ group 

lessened over time; and 3) there were no post-baseline significant group differences on 

clinical or psychosocial functioning outcomes over 12.5 years of follow-up. It is interesting 

to note the presence of baseline group differences, showing greater mania symptom severity, 

poorer family functioning, and poorer global psychosocial functioning in the IE+ group, 

even though no group differences were found over the course of follow up. Future research 

that does not rely on secondary analyses may be able to identify additional factors to help 

explain why group differences exist at baseline but are no longer apparent at follow up.

In summary, the results of the current study indicate that participants in the IE− group who 

met DSM-IV criteria for hypo/mania, but did not meet criteria in DSM-5 due to the change 

in the increased energy criterion, show no clinically relevant differences over 12.5 years, 

compared to participants in the IE+ group who did meet DSM-5 criteria. These results align 

with those of the STEP-BD study, which showed that the changes in diagnostic criteria from 

DSM-IV to DSM-5 reduced the prevalence of hypo/mania, though there were no changes in 

longitudinal outcomes (Machado-Vieira et al., 2017). The current study extends these 

findings to youth with BD. Historically, a large emphasis has been placed on differences 

between BD in adults and BD in youth. However, a recent review by many experts in the 

field of BD suggest this emphasis on developmental differences may be overstated 

(Goldstein et al., 2017). The similarities in results of the STEP-BD study, which was 

primarily with adults, and the current COBY study in youth, supports the notion that there 

may be more commonalities along the developmental spectrum of BD than previously 

thought.

The longitudinal examination of the trajectory of increased energy by group is unique to the 

current investigation. The convergence between groups within five years in energy levels 
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occurred as the IE+ group experienced a decline in energy over time. Perhaps this decline in 

increased energy is a byproduct of normal development, as youth have been shown to 

naturally display less energy as they age. This pattern of decreased energy over time has also 

been shown in those with other psychiatric disorders (besides BD), as they transition from 

childhood to adulthood. Specifically, research on ADHD has found that the symptom of 

hyperactivity appears to decline over the course of development from childhood through 

adulthood (Martel et al., 2012). Of note, research shows youth with BD (compared to adults 

with BD) are more likely to experience episodes of elated mood/increased energy, as 

indicated in both community and clinical samples (Geller et al., 2008; Lewinsohn et al., 

1995), while adults with BD (compared to youth with BD) are more likely to experience 

depressive episodes over the course of illness (Collaborative Depression Study (CDS)) 

(Coryell et al., 1998; Judd et al., 2002). Thus, it seems that the overall progression with age, 

regardless of diagnosis, is towards a state of less energy.

Overall, the results of the current study suggest that some clinically relevant differences may 

exist between youth who do versus do not endorse increased energy at a given time point, 

even though these differences do not appear to persist over time. Of clinical importance, 

while the addition of increased energy as a necessary criterion for mania may reduce false 

positive diagnosis of youth with BD, this additional A Criterion may result in lack of BD 

diagnosis for some youth who met criteria for BD under DSM-IV. It would be prudent for 

clinicians to continue to think of endorsement of any A Criterion as important clinical 

information to consider when conceptualizing and monitoring mood symptoms and 

psychosocial functioning, with or without increased energy.

Outcomes of the current investigation provide research questions for future studies related to 

the clinical utility of the increased energy criterion. Clinical validation strategies introduced 

by Kendell (Kendell, 1989) outline the empirical evidence base for supporting arguments for 

the validity of newly developed nosological categories. They also provide guidelines for 

revising and refining criteria for existing diagnostic categories. One of Kendell’s six 

different kinds of evidence necessary for establishing, validating, and improving clinical 

syndromes as diagnostic entities requires “follow-up studies establishing a distinctive course 

or outcome.” If the criterion of increased energy can determine a BD diagnosis, it would be 

logical to assume youth with this symptom would experience a distinct course or outcome, 

compared to youth who do not have this symptom. Ideally, future studies examining the 

clinical validity of the increased energy criterion could group participants by those who 

never endorsed increased energy, compared to those who endorsed increased energy during 

at least one mood episode over the course of the study. Grouping participants based on 

whether they endorsed increased energy during their first mood episode could also 

contribute novel information regarding initial diagnoses and treatment course. Such studies 

of the increased energy criterion, and mania criteria in general, could help clarify differential 

diagnostic assessment, and improve the specificity of interventions for mood disorders in 

youth.
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4.1 Limitations

The results of this study need to be taken in the context of relevant limitations, the largest of 

which is the use of secondary data analyses. We were limited regarding study design and 

variable selection based on what was implemented in the parent COBY study. The current 

study aimed to explore potential clinical differences over time in participants who met DSM 

5, versus DSM-IV, hypo/mania symptoms. Ideally, we would look at participants who never 

had increased energy, versus those who ever had increased energy, during a hypo/manic 

episode, but our data did not allow for such comparisons. Therefore, grouping participants 

into one of two energy groups had to be based on one of the three available time points that 

were assessed at baseline; symptom presentation at first, most recent, or most severe lifetime 

hypo/mania episode.. We decided to use most severe lifetime episode for multiple reasons. 

First, using the most severe lifetime episode increases the likelihood of detecting increased 

energy. Second, as the focus of the current study is on clinical outcomes observed over a 

12.5 year follow-up, we indexed increased energy based on whether it was endorsed during 

the most severe lifetime episode (as opposed to first mood episode, or most recent mood 

episode), to decrease clinical variability in baseline increased energy. However, due to our 

decision to group participants based on most severe lifetime episode, it is possible that the 

participants without increased energy as part of their most severe lifetime week did have 

other hypo/manic episodes with increased energy. This could explain, in part, the limited 

between-group differences found over time.

Other study limitations based on the parent COBY study include, first, that the majority of 

participants were self-reported White (reflecting the race distribution for the sites 

participating in the study), and were recruited from clinical settings, which may limit the 

generalizability of the results. However, course and morbidity in non-clinically referred BD 

youth have been shown to be similar to those in referred populations (Lewinsohn et al., 

2000). Second, despite efforts to obtain precise information, the data collected through the 

A-LIFE are subject to retrospective recall bias. However, the A-LIFE has been shown to 

have sound psychometric properties (Keller et al., 1987; Warshaw et al., 2001). Third, the 

primary instrument used to longitudinally track weekly mania severity, the A-LIFE PSR, 

does not assess elation and irritability separately. The KMRS, which we did use to 

specifically assess elation and irritability, was used only for the most severe week in the 

month prior to each follow-up (as noted above, per the parent COBY study investigators’ 

decision), which may or may not have been during a mood episode. Fourth, the parent 

COBY study is naturalistic by design, in which treatment (psychosocial and psychotropic) 

was confounded by indication, highly variable, and interdependent with both symptomatic 

and psychosocial functioning outcomes. Thus, analyzing treatment in detail in the current 

study would be quite challenging, and likely misleading. However, we did examine inpatient 

hospitalization specifically, due to a prior COBY finding that greater manic symptomatology 

was significantly associated only with the increasing probability of inpatient hospitalization 

(vs other forms of treatment) (Hower et al., 2013). In the current study, we found that there 

were no differences between the two energy groups in inpatient utilization. Future studies 

specifically looking at the increased energy criterion in relation to various forms of treatment 

outcomes can implement study designs to reduce and adjust for the covariation of treatment 

with symptom severity and psychosocial functioning. This would likely result in a more 
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accurate assessment of how changes in hypo/mania criteria may or may not effect treatment 

over the course of illness.

5. Conclusions

In summary, findings indicate clinically relevant differences on mood symptoms, family 

functioning, and global psychosocial functioning, between the IE+ and IE− groups at 

baseline. Longitudinal examination of the trajectory of the increased energy criterion over 

12.5 years shows the initial distinction in energy level between groups was eliminated within 

five years as the level of energy in the IE+ group dropped, perhaps as part of a natural 

developmental process of decreasing energy levels over time. There were no significant 

group differences on clinical or psychosocial functioning outcomes over follow-up. Overall, 

the results of the current study suggest that clinically relevant differences may exist between 

youth who do versus do not endorse increased energy at a given time point, even though 

these differences do not appear to persist over time. Therefore, it would be prudent for 

clinicians to continue to think of endorsement of any A Criterion as important clinical 

information to consider when conceptualizing and monitoring mood symptoms and 

psychosocial functioning, with or without increased energy.
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Highlights:

• Youth with vs without baseline increased energy were more likely to have 

bipolar I/NOS

• Youth with baseline increased energy had higher mania/depression total 

scores

• There was comparable frequency of increased energy between groups after 5 

years

• There were no group differences on clinical/functioning outcomes over 12.5 

years

• Limitations include secondary data study design; groupings based on one time 

point
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Figure 1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) Fitted Curves for the Increased Energy and Without 
Increased Energy Participants Through 12.5 Years of Follow Up (N = 398).
Illustrates the model-implied mean trajectory for the unusually energetic symptom over the 

period of observation, from the first follow-up (six month follow-up) through the follow-up 

period (12.5 years), and reflects results from a mixed effect ordinal logistic regression. The 

outcome is an ordered categorical response variable for the six category rating on the 

unusually energetic symptom, which captures level of energy and fatigue, and is rated on 

scale from 1 (no difference than usual or less energetic) to 6 (unusually active all day long 

with little or no fatigue). Only the top three categories are illustrated because, on average, 

participants in the sample were not predicted to fall below the less fatigued than usual 

response category. Model-implied or expected values are plotted after accounting for effects 

of study site, age, and sex.
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Table 1.

Baseline Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVAs) Comparing Clinical Features of the Without Increased Energy 

and With Increased Energy Participants (N=430).

IE− (N=62) M (SD) IE+ (N=368) M (SD) F g

Clinical Feature

MRS Current 16.55 (7.86) 24.17 (12.12) 22.10*** 0.52

MRS Lifetime 13.77 (13.17) 30.68 (13.50) 81.99*** 1.03

DRS Current 14.00 (10.53) 15.01 (10.16) 0.19 0.07

DRS Lifetime 10.31 (12.00) 20.26 (12.78) 31.00*** 0.63

Age of BD Episode 9.08 (3.39) 9.23 (4.07) 0.05 0.02

Suicidal Ideation 1.29 (1.17) 1.25 (.82) 0.08 −0.01

Suicidal Acts 0.10 (.43) 0.03 (.19) 3.80 −0.01

NSSI 1.06 (1.04) 1.18 (.84) 1.42 0.02

SCARED Child 26.18 (16.26) 24.87 (18.12) 0.43 −0.06

SCARED Parent 27.38 (15.95) 24.59 (16.43) 1.50 −0.14

BCS Total 60.05 (13.30) 64.63 (14.38) 5.77* 0.27

C-GAS Current 57.66 (12.12) 53.64 (11.84) 5.60* −0.27

C-GAS Lifetime 38.59 (10.93) 37.36 (10.19) 0.58 −0.09

Baseline Mania Symptom

Elation 1.87 (1.47) 2.27 (1.43) 4.35* 0.05

Irritability 2.16 (1.60) 2.49 (1.53) 2.20 0.04

Grandiosity 1.42 (1.12) 1.78 (1.18) 5.80* 0.05

Decreased Sleep 1.23 (.10) 1.96 (1.60) 12.08*** 0.09

Accelerated Speech 1.92 (1.43) 2.43 (1.52) 6.47* 0.06

Racing Thoughts 1.85 (1.41) 2.03 (1.40) 0.70 0.02

Flight of Ideas 1.56 (1.42) 2.19 (1.46) 10.46*** 0.08

Distractibility 1.84 (1.41) 2.20 (1.38) 3.98* 0.05

Goal Activity 1.53 (1.24) 1.77 (1.26) 1.89 0.03

Hyperactivity 2.23 (1.61) 2.62 (1.61) 3.81 0.05

Poor Judgement 1.48 (1.30) 1.90 (1.41) 5.06* 0.05

Hallucinations 1.19 (1.11) 1.15 (.73) 0.13 −0.01

Delusions 0.98 (.64) 1.08 (.54) 1.63 0.01

Mood Lability 2.29 (1.57) 2.49 (1.45) 1.26 0.03

Inappropriate Laughing 1.31 (1.20) 1.74 (1.13) 9.14** 0.05

Gregariousness 1.18 (.86) 1.53 (.97) 7.28** 0.04

Increased Productivity 1.08 (1.08) 1.32 (.86) 3.40 0.03

Sharpened Creativity 0.95 (.90) 1.50 (1.03) 16.94*** 0.07

Hypersexuality 1.10 (.82) 1.34 (.93) 4.09* 0.03
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IE = Increased Energy; MRS = Mania Rating Scale; DRS = Depression Rating Scale; SI = Suicidal Ideation; NSSI = Non-Suicidal Self-Injurious 
Behaviors; C-GAS = Children’s Global Assessment Scale; BD = Bipolar Disorder; SCARED = Screen for Child Anxiety Related Disorders; BCS 
= Behavioral Control Scale

Note:

*
p ≤ .05,

**
p ≤ .01,

***
p ≤ .001; ANCOVAs include age, sex, and lifetime KSADS ADHD diagnosis as covariates; Hedges g is a standardized mean difference effect 

size statistic interpretable as a Cohen’s d (0.2 small, 0.5 medium, 0.8 large).
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Table 2.

Mixed Effect Logistic Regression Analyses Outcome Profiles of the Without Increased Energy and With 

Increased Energy Participants Over 12.5 Years of Follow Up (N = 398).

IE− (N=51) IE+ (N=347)

Outcome Mean SD Mean SD P Effect size

GAF 61 12 61 13 0.51 d = −0.08

Total number of hospitalizations 2.4 2.0 2.4 2.5 0.92 RR = 0.99

Percent of weeks in episode

 MDE 11 14 11 15 0.98 RR = 0.99

 MAN 1.6 3.4 2.4 7.7 0.72 RR = 1.52

 HYP 1.3 2.3 2.7 6.7 0.55 RR = 2.16

 Any MDE, MAN, HYP 13 14 15 18 0.75 RR = 1.14

N % N % P Effect size

Suicidal ideation (ever over follow-up) 11 22% 55 16% 0.31 OR = 0.68

Suicide attempt (ever over follow-up) 1 1% 2 0.6% 0.32 OR = 0.29

NSSI (any over follow- up) 3 6% 39 11% 0.25 OR = 2.0

Any suicidal ideation, suicide attempt, or NSSI over follow-up 11 22% 71 21% 0.86 OR = 0.94

Note: OR = Odds ratio; RR = incidence rate ratio for count outcomes; NSSI = Non-Suicidal Self-Injurious Behaviors; GAF = Global Assessment 
of Functioning; MDE = Major Depressive Episode; MAN = Manic Episode; HYP = Hypomanic Episode
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